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Introduction 
X n pursuing postgraduate stiidies I aimed to hone my 
design skills and to express certain aesthetically pleasing 
juxtapositions of the traditional and the unusual, the soft and 
the hard, the flowing and the abrupt. As a result, particular 
shapes have emerged in my work. 
The Institute's woodworkshop's design expertise has contributed 
to this process. I have had the oppOTtunity to kam to be versatile 
in my techniques, using hand carving for complex curves, and 
more con^lex construction methods—such as laminating using 
formers—forthesin^le,'flaf curves. I have learned the necessity 
for such versatility iJf 1 am to have the freedom to express in 
wood the form I have in mind. 
These lessons and my continual investigation of form have given 
me the design vocabulary to articulate my aesthetic. I have 
discovered that important elements include: 
• soft clean curves and well-defined form; 
• balance without symmetry; 
• tactile attractiveness; 
• a sharp focal point; 
• functionality and structural soundness; 
• unconventionality within a classical tradition; and 
• a sense of movement. 
Objectives 
• To design and make aesthetically pleasing furniture and other 
wooden objects. 
• To improve my designing/making skills. 
• To investigate and realise curved forms in furniture 
production. 
• To realise my own interpretation of 'classical' lines. 
Method 
My designing begins with sketches on paper For the drawer 
unit and cabinet 1 made 15 scale models, after experimenting 
with a number of sticks taped together to get an idea of line 
and shapes that appealed to me. 
Construction of each piece is either by laminating and hand 
carving soM timber, or by experimenting with other techniques 
— chiefly, producing horizontally curved vertical faces using 
2mm-thick timber veneers sandwiching 1.5mm bending ply. 
Both approaches have stretched my making and designing skills 
significantly, and have been invaluable learning experiences. 
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The contexts for my work 
Historical context 
The Art Nouveau designers' and makeis' 
masteiy of woodcraft was nothing less than 
virtuosic My purpose has been to learn 
to emulate that mastery. Mostofdie furniture 
from that era, thoug}>, is overly ornate for 
mylildng. I liy to extract and develop key 
elements of the Art Nouveau work as the 
basis for innovative modem design in my 
own work. 
I particularly appreciate the subtlety of the 
works of Eugtoe Vallin and Emile GaU«, 
from the School of Nancy, which Galli 
established in 1901 in Lorraine, France. The 
Nancy furniture lues nature, particularly 
the fbwer and its con^nen t s , as its central 
decorative theme Puncan , 1982, p31). 
I have found detail of the work of another 
Art Nouveau designer, Gaillatd, inspiring 
too, in its fkwing curved ornamentation, 
as exemplified in a buffet door he designed 
in 1900 (cf Madsen, 1956, p373). 
The Alt Nouveau tradition taought a freshly 
pragmatk perspective to woodwork, but 
perhaps the best perspective is the k)ng view 
of Hseih Ho, an art critic of the afth oentuiy. 
In the earliest known written expression 
of the fundamental canons of Chinese 
painting, Hseih Ho set down six skills, or 
Tiindples', necessary for mastery. The Bret 
is an inner discipl ine, the o ther five 
expressunsof^tdiscipline Each principle 
constitutes a challenge. TheOiinesefound 
the first discipline, the inner one, their main 
challenge. 
The First Principle consisted of something 
hard to translate. The closest I have seen 
to a definition comes from S u m (1977, pi), 
who says the First Principle is sometimes 
defined as Ineath-resonance lii^motion'. 
Quoting a Chinese art historian, he said it 
is definite, yet indescribable: 
It is how you feel when you enter a room 
and sense that everythiiig in it is 
somehow harmonious; you know that 
you are at peace there. It is how your 
life suddenly seems to change when 
you fall in love. It is the way in whkh 
your spirit comes into subtle accord 
with the movement of life around 
you; at the same time it is an 
experience within yourself—at the 
very centre. It is active and passive. 
embracing and releasing; it is a 
profound sense of being. 
(Ibid.) 
The Chinese painters' foremost task lay in 
mastering the Hrst Principle, far onfy through 
harmony with the'vilalcosmK^Tirit or biealh' 
couU the painter convey life's mysterious 
power ( M . But acquiring that Principle 
was usdess without mastering the other five 
skills—vitality of brushstroke, accuracy in 
portrayal, versatility in colouring, care in 
arrangement of onrposition, and transmission 
of tradition t h r o u ^ copying the works of 
earlier masters. Clearly,eachofthese'skills' 
in itself implies such a g ra sp of the 
simultaneous use of many lesser teduiiques, 
that it enjoys elevatwn to a higher status 
— a'Principle'. 
These Principles are the real challenges of 
art, and their anakigues are the challenges 
to my own work. I have attempted to n ^ 
them. 
Personal context 
• In 19891 attended a lectiire by George 
Ingham in which G e o i ^ a s k ^ his 
students to go outside and collect 
leaves, sprigs from bushes and trees, 
flowera, grass seeds etc, and to study 
and draw the shapes occurring in 
them—the shapes of nature. I 
decided to try Geoi:ge's klea, and thus 
discovered in nature tovely flowing 
profiles and compound curves that, 
whilst sometimes very complex, 
maintained purity of line and of form. 
These forms appear in my own work, 
sometimes in flat curves and 
sometimes in compound curves. 
• Love of musk influences the way I shape 
my pieces. Inpartknilarlhave 
attempted to reflect in my work the 
music of Sibelhis, with its drama, its 
uplifting arrangements, its great 
dynamk and expressive range, and its 
sudden changes of mood from smooth 
and flowing to powerful and abrupt I 
aim to set similar surprises or turns of 
character in the shapes I produce, so 
that depending upon what angle you 
view them from, you can see in them 
either purely fbwing lines or sharp 
profiles. 
• Musk has an underiying order, too, that 
helps inform my w o ^ The cellist 
Pablo Casals, in his own work ( t e , 
performance), is said to have believed 
firmly in the relativity, or 
interdependence, of all things 
(Littlehales, 1929, pl27), and to have 
been 'governed by freedom within 
order' and naturahiess within order 
(Kirk, 1974, p46). 
Never willing to sacrifice art to theory, he 
steeps hhnsdf in the purdy tnuskal meaning 
and value of a work and makes his technique 
fit what he has to express. 
As I see it, this approach — incidentally 
subordinating tradition of technique to 
expression — is tantamount to ensuring 
surprise and spontaneity within an orderly 
frainewoik, rather dian enjoying dte freedom 
merely to be constrained 
Accordingly, my own work contains 
references to the classkal wiki elements of 
nature — the unpredictable contours of 
landscape and of fire and water. This freedom 
of form nevertheless remains within a 
geometric framework. Refa , for instance, 
to the carving over the edge of a strictly 
dliptical tabletop; and to the carvings in the 
head and foot of a bed conforming to the 
usual overall shape arvl dimensions for such 
a boudoir piece. 
• My great grandfather was the realist 
painter Henry Livens. His own work 
has served as an exemplar to me, not 
only of workmanship, but also of 
observation and emulation of natural 
forms. 
• The gentie curves in water-worn seaside 
rock tend to be all concave, meeting at 
edges that themselves curi with pure 
lines to meet at gentle comers. 
Studying these ikes has informed my 
work too, because I appreciate their 
purity. 
• The most profound inspiration for my 
work< however, has been inherent in 
the wood itself: the variety and 
richness of its grain and texture, the 
diaracter with whkh it responds to 
being shaped, and the wamUh and life 
that can (and, in my view, should) 
remain in a finished piece. 
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The Bed 
Purpose 
I designed this queen-sized low bed 
(or use with a M o n mattress. 
Concept 
I wanted to design a bed 
incorporating specific functional 
elements — in particular, some 
shelving for tea cup, watch, light 
orwhathaveyou. Atthesamebne, 
sharpness and a look of delicacy 
were important to me. I relate the 
carving in the bed to diffs, ledges, 
ocean waves and water -worn 
lock. 
Figure 1-1 
Approach 
I drew up a rough sketch and was 
encouraged to make a full-sized 
mock-up using high-density foam. 
The result showed me what I didn't 
want—it was ugly and cumbersome. 
But dtebeginnings were t t e e Ibegan 
sketching the design again, drawing 
long curved lines, full-sized, until I 
was happy with the shapes and 
silhouette I had created. 
My subsequent investigations into 
three-dimensional fonn and ftowing 
planes that work together proved 
interesting. I was enthusiastic to 
make the piece. Figun J.2 
Construction 
I began with bask: lines and kept working 
on the carving until I was satisfied with the 
form created. I chose to compromise on 
the potentially greater functnnalily that soft 
rounds offer, because they could not offer 
the character 1 sought. I constructed the 
bed from NSW Rose Mahogany. 
Result 
The carvings on the head and foot of the 
bed have the effect I wanted; I find them 
interesting (figures 1-1 and 1-2). They invite 
expbration while I am lying in b ^ , and 
to run your fingers over, they are a tactile 
pleasure. 
Some critKisms of the design to date appear 
betow, with my comments. 
• The bed is too loot. It should be at traditional 
height to allow the viewer to appreciate the 
carvtttg. 
• I (eel much more secure sleeping ck>se 
to the ground. And people do 
appreciate the carving at its present 
height. 
• Getting in and out of a bed at that height is 
too hard. 
Maybe for some. 
You can't store am/thing under the bed. 
Losing storage underneath is a small 
compromise. 
The sharpness on the bedhead could be 
dangerous for small children. 
One obviously has to train chiUren to 
respect furniture. Small children may 
not be suitable accessories. For some 
lifestyles the bed will not be suitable. 
But a large proportion of the public 
does not have, and will not have, 
small children. 
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The Sideboard 
Purpose 
I set out to design a sideboard. 
Sideboard 
Approach 
Using sticks, I came up with a shape I Uked 
at 1:5 scale, and proceeded to design within 
thisfoim. Drawers went into one end, and 
a shelved cabinet into the other (figure 
2-1). Turning to the back, I added external 
shelves to the concave centre. 
After much deUberation I decided I really 
had two pieces of furniture here that shouU 
beseparate. I sketched until I had two pieces 
IreaUy liked. 
The ambitiousncss of these designs only hilly 
unravelled itself over the many months I 
took to realise them They b e a m e more 
difficult at every turn — nothing was 
straightforward, because nothing was 
straight! 
I made up 1:5 scale models of the separate 
pieces that pleased me (figure 2-2), a spiral 
drawer unit and a teardrop cabinet. 
Spiral drawer unit 
Approach 
I made the drawer unit first—an enormous 
challenge for my designing/making skills. 
1 didn't know until the very end whether 
1 could make it come together and work; 
there were many complexities and the 
engineering had to be very precise at every 
step. But I started with a tednical working 
drawing. 
I wasn't satisfied just to fit round drawers 
into a semi-circular cavity, as I wanted the 
spiral effect that wouW result from their 
being fhish with the outside back of the 
carcase on the pivot side, folding into the 
carcase on die opening skle For diese pieces 
in particular, cl^n, ftowing, unbroken lines 
were important to me. 
Construction 
I began by making a female former for the 
five drawer sides, using a method George 
Ingham taught me (figure 2-3). This jig 
makes a perfect cylinder of strips of glued 
veneer once you squeeze the strips into the 
Figure 2-2 
former and damp the former across the cut 
side (figure 2-4). An internal former is 
unnecessary. I must admit I was skeptical 
about its working, right up until it did 
work. 
The dtief diffkrulties I encountered lay in 
cakulating the exact length of each strip 
of veneer/ply to go into the former. Most 
frustrating was the variable thkrkness of 
the ply, from 13mm to 1.7mm. Dry runs 
were impossible because in such a tig^t curve 
the ply would snap unless it was already 
wet with the epoxy resin ghie. 
Each drawer is made of 2mm-thickbrushbox 
venee r on the o u t s i d e and ins ide , 
sandwiching two layers of bending ply 
(figure 2-5). 
The jig was also handy for cleaning up the 
top and bottom of each drawer after 
glue-up. For this, I used a router. 
The next step also required the jig and a 
router. Using a 4mm setting cutter, I cut 
the sk)t in the front of the drawers that 
wouki house the drawer base. 1 stepped 
the bottom of the drawer back to aUow for 
the drawer to run on an 18mm disc. 
1 designed the discs to fit exactly into the 
carcase and stop just short of the drawer 
front, which needed to be as simple as 
possible. 1 wanted the grain to line up all 
around the outside of the drawer unit. 
The next step was to make wooden bk)cks 
to house the bronze cylinders 
for the pivot action of the 
drawers and to connect the 
front pivoting side of each 
drawer to the back. All the 
drawers are fixed onto one 
10mm steel rod. The 
cleaned-up drawer sides 
needed to te cut in an exact 
place and stepped out, so that 
the drawer, rather than being 
strkrtly circular, actually has 
a gentle spiral shape. This is 
necessary in order for the front 
of the drawer to be fhish with 
the back of the carcase when 
the drawer ckjses. 
The block, I decided, needed 
to be veiy strong. For that 
reason, I made it from ehn, for 
its characteristk interkicking 
grain. 
Figun 2-3 
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Figure 2-6 
Each profile had to be identical in all five 
connecting Mocks and the hole bored exactly 
in line in each (figure 2-6). The shaping had 
to be finished by hand. It was a very intense 
and laborious procedure. 
To save wear on the moving parts, B>e bronze 
sleeve and the steel pivot rod need to fit 
s n u ^ . Precision parts being hand to obtain, 
I made them myself. Boring and turning 
the bronze bushes on the metal lathe to their 
required size and shape was my first 
experience on the metal lathe; and a very 
rewarding experience it was. 
Before ghiing up the drawers, I needed to 
have an exact circumference measurement 
— which meant I needed to make up the 
back carcase. There is no way of knowing 
just how much the half<ylinder forming the 
back canase is going to spring when released 
from the former it is shaped in. I allowed 
20nun; but in fact it didn't spring at all! 
I was fortunate enough to have someone 
give me a good supply of second-hand 
chipboard from which I was able to make 
all the jigs Ibr this project. The work and 
materials that go into making these jigs and 
formers are an extravagance. To justify it. 
S w Rowlands 
I like to find many uses for them. Youwill 
note as you read this report that I have 
managed to use them more than once. 
The ribs of the former are made from a 
template and routed one-to-one using a 
following cutter to ensure diey are all kkntkal 
siiES (figure 2-7). A metal strap takes the 
place of a female former. You will nodce 
the rounded profile on the timber end of 
the metal strap (figure 2-8). I did this to 
add extra tension at the bottom, where it 
is needed (figure 2-9) — another George 
Ingham tip. Its purpose is to allow the 
strap-end to roll slightly up the strap as the 
clamps tighten up on it, dius pulling the 
strap tighter. 
The glue-up for the back carcase was a 
mammoth job. The problem was to make 
the metal strap bend, for its full length, all 
around the edge of the shaped timber — 
enough to let us clamp it and wind it up 
the rest of the way. IfinaDydkl it by damping 
three-foot sash clamps to the timber and 
using the clamps to lever the sheet around, 
whereupon other helpers quickly clamped 
the sttap^nd home. This process t ^ a i o u n d 
two hours, with the number of helpers 
increasing as we went atong. To get it all 
clamped home, we ended up with seven 
strong men and many minds. It was an 
ordeal. 
We repeated the process for the teardrop 
cabinet, for whkh it was a kit easier, as the 
metal sheet was now bent in the right 
place. 
After leaving the epoxy resin ghie to cure 
for seven days, I removed the carcase from 
the former (figure 2-10). 
At this stage I had a nnajor disappointment. 
The outside VQieers on Ae back ^  Oie canase 
had separated from each other in the process 
of clamping downthestrap. The glue with 
whfch I had butt-jointed them, AVISO gjue, 
had given way. (The packaging tape 
supporting the joints had not helped 
partkulariy; it had stretched) Consequently, 
the glue lines were obvkxis. 
Correcting this meant inlaying stripe of veneer 
over each join. On a curved form, this was 
difficult. 
I prevented this same problem the second 
time around, on the teardrop cabinet, by 
using fibteglass-reinforoed packaging tape 
on the outside veneers. 
After cleaning and patching up the carcase 
I had to cut the top profile, using a jigsaw. 
1 took some time to decide on the exact line 
it should be cut to—concave up or down, 
or straight. I ended up with a curve that 
began concave down at the bottom and 
Figure 2-9 
finished concave up. The next major decision 
was how to lip it so the ply core was covered. 
1 evenhiaDy decided 1 wouU inlay endgrain 
into it. This entailed making a jig for my 
router so 1 couM rout out a channel 6mm 
deep and 6mm wide along the top of the 
profile, leaving the 2mm veneers intact on 
eitherside. To do this Ilefi a safe millimetre 
of ply on either side of the track and 
hand-pared it out after routing, ending up 
with a channel roughly 8mm wide. I then 
had carefully to fit sectwns of 6mm-deep 
endgrain up the spiral This was a big job 
but quite rewarding. 
I used a disc Sander and spokeshave to shape 
the inlays. 
Discs for drawer ranners were chipboard 
that I lipped with solid brushbox and 
veneoed. Oncelhaddieexactmeasuretients 
for each drawer, I marked the exact kxation 
of each disc. Using the biscuit cutter in such 
a tightly curved profile needed some 
planning— even the marking beforehand 
was tricky! I did the biscuiting by fitting size 
20 biscuits into the joins. The cutter needed 
to be dialled out all the way, and 1 had to 
make a special bendable fence, clamp it in 
position insUe the carcase, and biscuit up 
to the frace. I made the fence from 18mm 
MDF, to whKh I applied kits of saw kerfs 
with the table saw, ikving only a 4mm depth 
of solid sheet. 
The discs needed individual fine-tuning to 
Figun2-10 
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Figun2-U 
fit die (ana8eexa(%, thm gluing widi biscuits 
and epoxy resin. 
As all the discs were too laige to insert wittmt 
springing open the carcase, I did these 
ghie-upeallinonego—atridcyjoU lappUed 
pressure to the joints with band damps, and 
for additional damping force, 1 used female 
clamping blocks over the top and bottom 
discs. I clamped a caul over the clamping 
blocks for that extra bit of force on all the 
discs. 
To finish the drawers I manufactured ply 
bottoms using 2mm brushbox veneers 
saKlwkiiing13minply(figure2-11). Ineeded 
to specially profile g ^ n g blocks so I couM 
clamp onto a straight surface in the 
ghie-up rather than onto the curved surfks 
of the dm alignrrcnt bkxlc (figures 2-11 and 
2-12). 1 had to ghie up everything together 
—the alignment bkx:k, the drawer bottom, 
and the side (figure 2-13). 
Each drawer was a major job. Each took 
a day. As I cleaned it up, I had to 
custom-make lipping for the top (figure 
2-14). To keep integrity in the lipping I 
decided to keep its grain direction correct 
This meant making up a circular shape in 
sections, keeping the grain direction true 
in each. I then g^ued each sectkm to the top 
of the drawer skies oversized; routed back 
using a one-to-one fblbwing cutten and 
bevelled with the router and a steady 
hand. 
The plinth I made with the inskJe offcuts 
of my first jig (figure 2-3). I hoBowed the 
plinUi out with a large forstner bit and 
dry-dowelled it to the bottom disc of the 
carcase. 
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Then I covered the plinth with 0l7inm stainless 
steel sheeting, attaching it to the back of the 
plinth with screws. I made a special stainless 
steel fitting to house the bottom of the steel 
rod that the drawers pivot on, and a brass 
housing at the top. Locating these two fittings 
—which had to be exact—was an anxious 
task. Somebody is looking after me — 
everything ended up working beautifully 
and fitting perfectly. 
I investigated the use of both handles and 
recesses as drawer pulls, experimenting 
with many different design solutions before 
settling on my choice (figures 2-15 and 
2-16). 
Result 
I have had very little negative criticism of 
this piece. One significant comment was that 
it would be far easier to operate than 
conventbnal drawers for a person with only 
one hand. 
Figure 2-15 
Figure 2-16 
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The Dining Chairs 
Purpose 
I wanted to design a dining table and 
chairs. 
Concept 
I had in mind chain with backs carved out 
of solid, incorporating fretwori; to Hg^ten 
the look of thenv with an asymmetry and 
a sharpness to please my soul. I wanted 
the whole piece comfortable, tactile, and 
inviting. 
Approach 
I designed the chairs in the same way I 
designed the bed, drawing sweeping curves 
and redrawing until I had a profile that excited 
me. 
Once I was happy with the front elevation 
profile, I drew it up in side elevation, 
inooqnratinga hjmbar support and the usual 
etgonomicconsideralkinsiordiemanu&ctute 
of a comfortable chair. 
The ocmpound curves in flie bade also provUe 
a curved profile in plan view for the shape 
of the chair back (figure 3-1). 
Construction 
I made the seat from four 2mm sheets of 
ply, ghiing them together into a curved shape 
in a male/female former. 
For the sake of comfort, I kept the front of 
the carvings soft and round, taking all the 
sharp carving to the back of the chair. 
Once again, to keep the delicate sharp edges, 
I did all the shaping by hand, using carving 
gouges, rifflers and rasps, and a curved 
cabinet scraper, and finally sanding them 
smooth. Then I oiled. 
I chose an elliptical shape for 
the seat, to incorporate sontt 
order into the design and 
because 1 also had that in mind 
for the table. 
The timbers are selected 
bladcwood fromTasmania and 
NSW. The coknirs range from 
reds to greens to browns, and 
1 have distributed the colours 
evenly amongsteadi of fl« four 
chair's components. 
Figun 3-2 
I Clothe components far the backs 
four-up from laminated blocks 
of blacinvood, incorporating the 
hrnibar curve and wastingas little 
timber as possible (figure 3-2). 
These two back sections I fitted 
together by careful use of the 
spokeshave and bobbin sander, 
^mngtheminabuttjoint Idtew 
the planned outline ^  the profile 
on Bie two pieces (figure 3J,ovsr 
page). The middle cut-out was 
easy to clean up, but the other 
three cut-outs 1 had to do after 
ghie-up by drilling small holes 
at eithCT end so I couU remove 
the waste with an electric jigsaw. 
They were a little harder ID clean 
up. 
To prevent splitting I had to leave 
small rounds at either end of the 
fretwoikopenings. Iwoddrather 
have left them sharp. 
The chairs took an enormous 
amount of hand shaping. I 
woukjn't recommend them as 
a production item, but 1 am glad 
1 made them. 
Oioosing the upholstery material 
and cok)ur of fobric caused me 
frustration and anguish. Three 
trips to Queanbeyan to an 
upholsterer, and fossicking 
through many fabric shops, biled 
to illuminate the right 
material. 
I tried the textiles department of the Institute 
Nobody there had the time to weave me a 
fabric specially; but by this stage I realised 
exactly what I wanted—a quality Hnen slub 
Figiin3-J 
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weave in a daret colour. I ended up buying 
the fabric in a paler colour in order to dye 
it myself. Having tested three different dye 
combinations, I was pleased to finally come 
up with the colour I wanted — hcwray! I 
used equipment in the textile department, 
and the help of staff and students there. 
Result 
The colour needed to have the rig^t tonal 
vahie to blend into the background and not 
jump out at the viewer. The chairs are busy 
enou^ and the seats laige enough to stand 
out abieady (figure 3-4X The claiet is a rich 
colour. 1 originally wanted it a little darker, 
but I tan out of dye. I'm now glad I dkl 
—I think the ook»r unifies the whde setting, 
inchiding table. 
One or two have found the lop-sided back 
support disturbing (figure 3-5). But those 
who have tried getting used to it, succeed 
without difficulty. These are dining chairs, 
not easy chairs, and they are certainly 
comfortaUe and very functional for that. 
Figiirt 3-4 
FigunSS 
Figure 3-S 
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The Dining Table 
Purpose 
I decided to keep the dining table veiy simple to avoid 
competition with the chairs whilst still harmonising 
with them 
Concept 
I repeated design elements &iom the ditung chairs, which 
I had already conceived and constructed, to integrate 
the dining table into the collection. These elements 
included one in the carved design in the chair backs, 
which I repeated in a section of the table top. The oval 
shape of the table top reBects the shape of the chair seats, 
and the cylindrkal chair leg element is carried over to 
the table legs. 
^proach and construction 
I began by sketching designs. Ithendrewupatechnkal 
drawing and oonstnjcted the underframe from Redrawing 
I incorporated gentle curves in the under-rails of the 
table for aesthetic and structural reasons. 
Result 
The table top carving is deep, and renders that part of 
the table top virtually unusable (figure 4-1). 
I believe the carving is such a strong visual element that 
the viewer finds it hard to kmk past. I like the way the 
carving continues around and under the table top (figure 
4-2). Once again it is very tactile, and invites the 
touch. 
Criticisms 1 have had of the table include: 
The Ugs appear nol lobe square. 
This is just an optkal illuswn. I couU probably fix that 
by tapering them slightly, but that wouM alter the whole 
frel of the piece, and 1 don't want to do that. 
Some peopk xpiU fed awlaatrd 
about having a deep carving on 
a table top. 
I believe this to be a small 
compromise fbrthe visual and 
tactile qualities that the carving 
contributes. Some people 
wonder about the shakes in 
the timber in the top of the 
table. They do kx)k a bit like 
madiine m ^ , but lean assure 
everyone that they are just a 
natural part of the timber. 
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Teardrop Cabinet 
Purpose 
The teardrop cabinet is the second half of 
my two-piece sideboard. It goes with the 
spiral drawer unit in numerous compatible 
orientations. I find the shape a very f ^ i n g 
one, reminiscent of yin and yang (figure 
5-1). Ithasunintermpteddeanflowii^liMS, 
slightly organic but ordered. 
Concept 
The cabinet and drawer unit are designed 
for use as a room divider between lounge 
and dining rooms. They are both sculptured 
pieces that change as they open. One 
discovers there is more to them than appears 
at first glance. I believe t h ^ are 
unconventional enough in their design to 
arouse most people's curiosity to investigate 
further. 
Approach 
Woridng out the design, as I mentioned earfer 
(see p 7), was a process of making 1:5 scale 
models and drawing sketches. 
The technical drawing for this cabinet is 
superimposed on that for the drawers, as 
they both have exactly the same dimension 
in the semi-circular component of their 
Ck>iistruction 
This aUowed me to use the same fonner to 
shape both pieces (see pages 8-9, figures 
2-7 — 2-9). For this cabinet I had to make 
an extra three male-and-female formers 
(figures 5-2 and 5-3). 
Once again the ribs are made from recycled 
MDF. 1 placed a sheet of plastic-coated 
4mnvthidcMOTover the ribs and sandwiched 
5 sheets of l.Sntan ply between two sheets 
of 2mm thfck brushbox veneers. I made 
my own veneers by resawing sections of 
brushbox, bookmatching them, and 
edge-gluing them into a sheet using epoxy 
resin glue heU with reinforced tape. 
Figure S-2 
Figun 5-1 
Once I had spread the ghie and kxated all components into the 
former, I placed them in a veneer press applying several tonnes 
of force while the ghie dried. This resulted in the appearance of 
a wavy texture in the surface of the carcase where Ae ribs had 
pressed. This feature is particularly visible in the doors of the 
cabinet — my own form of rippled brushbox (figure 5-4). 
The only alternatives to this effect woukl be either to make the 
whole former solid instead of ribbed — requiring four times the 
amount of materials — or to use thk:ker packing sheets over the 
ribs. 
1 rejected the first option because of the cost involved, the waste 
of materials, and the sheer weight of the formers needed The 
second optfon wouM need phenomenal physkal strength To 
bend a 4nfun packing sheet around the f o n ^ takes a kit of force; 
to double or treble that wouM have made impossible my kxating 
the ghied sheets inskfe the foimers as they were fM into the veneer 
press. The top of the former had to be kxated and approximately 
in place beforehand. 
I left each ghied sectmn in its former under the press for seven 
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days, aDowing the epoxy resin to cure. 
GoteraOy dus helps to stop it springing 
out of shape when the iorin is released 
(see page 8); but this time the 
semi-circular component sprang by 
about 7mm. 
This ncant that to keep the shape tnie 
to the technical drawing (from which 
I work) I had to cut off a section, plane 
it to change its directk>n, and re-ghw 
it. This was a difficult task. The 
suif^es had to be hand-planed true 
flat and square to all planes, and 
securely holding die WDiic in a suitable 
position was not easy. 
I had to repeat this fine-tuning with 
the hand pbne on the mating surfaces 
of the two sectkms in figure 5-5. This 
took trial-and-error, patience and sk i l 
It had to be just right, or the two 
sections would not have formed the 
smooth curve I required. 
Gluing together these Ibnns stretched 
my problem-solving abilities. Igjued 
on glue blocks inside and out for 
clamping, only to find that the thread 
of the clamp wouldn't fit into the 
concave side I then removed all but the top and bottom 
blocks. I ended up using band clamps to replace the 
clamps on the concave sWe This worked well. I 
pre-sanded each form while it was more manageable 
and biscuited and gjued the joint widi epoxy resin (figure 
The shelves are 16mm MDF lipped with brushbox and 
veneered widi 2mm-thki brushbox veneer. 1 then had 
to fit them to die carcase by fine-tuning widi a spokeshave 
and bobbin sander. 
Next Ibiscuit-joined the shelves (figure 5-7) and glued 
them into place with epoxy resin (figure 5-8). 
The carcase-biscuidng presented a similar problem to 
that of the drawer unit (see bottom of page 9), but this 
time die depdi stop depended on dtt convex or concave 
curvature, and so had to be different for each cut. 
AppUcaton of adequate pressure on the band clamps 
during ghie-up pulW die tail of die carcase out of shape, 
so I had to take care to apply extra clamps to the tail 
end to compensate. 
The next gluing exercise presented another problem; 
how to g^ue die front panels onto die carcase without 
a suitable surface to clamp onto. As figures 5-9 — 
5-11 show, I clamped bkxks of wood onto the shelves 
and clamped onto them. This technk{ue worked 
weU. 
At diis stage I had to give d iou^ t to shaping the external 
shelves and to clamping them into position for 
gluing-
I had biscuited the exterior of the carcase when it was 
in smaller sections. For the two outer secttons of the 
shelves, 1 used dowels on die right-hand (tail) sWe of 
the cabinet. This was because the shelves are attached 
to slats too narrow to accommodate a biscuit joint (figures 5-12 
-5 -14 ) . 
Making my own hardware is ahvays enjoyable. I have become quite 
proficient wididieuseofthenie»allathc(figure5-16). I chose invisible 
hinging because I wanted the form of the cabinet to remain 
laiinterrupted. Housing the 9mm diameter bronze component, 
which holds the stainless steel hinge pin, into a 13mm-thKk door, 
caused me some worry (figure 5-15). To ensure that the hinge wouW 
work properlyl had to drill exactly true and square, top and bottom 
Figure 5-4 
Sue Rowlands 
FigunS-S 
Figun 5-6 
There had to be little or no play in these hinges, or they would 
wear and the doors would wobble. The four holes took tne three 
hours to drill because of the precise jigging involved I couldn't 
tell for sure how well it would work until the final assembly — 
but once again, someone was looking af ter me; it works 
beautifully. 
I also made stainless steel plates to strengthen the edges of the 
doors around the pin housings (figure 5-17). 
The carcase's top and bottom have stainless steel fittings with a 
bronze sleeve inserted into them to house the stainless steel hinge 
pint. I had to custom-make all these fittings (figures 5-18 and 
5-19). Lining them u p top and bottom was tridcy, as there is little 
or no play in them. Fortunately it worked! 
As a door -c los ing dev ice I chose bal l -ca tches for the i r 
unobtiusiveness. 
I was concerned about the weight of the carcase and its contents 
stressing the biscuits and the glue joint around the perimeter of 
the bottom shelf. I housed two 4mm x 25mm steel bars into the 
' underside of the bottom shelf and edge of the cabinet to t r an s i t 
the weight stress from the bottom shelf to the carcase (figure 
' 5-19). 
1 cleaned up the curved surfaces largely with curved and straight 
cabinet scrapers (figure 5-20). I had to hang the doors during assembly 
of the cabinet, as they are held in place between the fixed cabinet 
top and the plinth. The plinth is dry dowell-jointed to the base of 
the cabinet. This aUows the doors to be removed easily at a later 
date, making for easier moving of the cabinet and reducing the stress 
on the bottom shelf in the process. 
I made 6mm dowels to kxate the top for gluing on (figure 5-21). 
The separate slats at the tail end of the cabinet are housed into the 
top with stub mortice^nd-tenon joints. 
Gluing the top on had its own special problem. I could get sash 
clamps around most of the ghie area, but not around the exterior 
shelf. George came to the rescue, and we put a caul across the area 
and forced sticks of timber between the girders in the roof and the 
caul This did the job nicely (Hgure 5-22). 
1 made up the plinth in three sections out of particle board laminated 
to size. It is approximately 70mm thick and covered with 0.9mm 
stainless steel sheeting. 
Ric Bamsley of the Institute's silversmith workshop weUed the 
stainless steel for me. He did an excellent job. After scoring to 
break up the smoothness of the surface, I g^ued it to the pUnth 
with epoxy resin. The offcuts of the plinth made effective ghiing 
bk)cks. 
Result 
The cabinet has many distinct profiles (figures 5-1,5-4, and 5-23 
—5-26). As with all of my furniture, it is finished with Scandinavian 
Teak Oil and sanded to 1200 gri t I like to use this oU because it 
soaks into the wood without coating it, and it brings out the natural 
beauty of the wood. The stainless steel is roughed with 80 grit to 
remove the shine that you see in the photographs. 
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Figure 5-7 
Figure 5-S Figure 5-9 
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Figure 5-10 
Figure S-n Figure 5-12 
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Figure 5-16 
Figure 5-15 
FigunS-17 
FigmS-lS 
Figun 5-19 
Figun 5-20 
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Figure 5-22 
Figure S-21 
Figure 5-23 
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Figure 5-24 
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Figun 5-25 Figure 5-26 
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Bedside Tables 
Purpose 
I designed these bedside tables to go with 
the bed (see page 5). 
Concept 
Irdated the caning in Aebed 10 diffa,ledges, 
and nautical references. I see the bedside 
tables as small plateaus enhancing the 
formations in the bed. 
The space created between the top and sides 
is reminiscent of the fretwork in the chairs 
and the bedhead and also in the tail of the 
cabinet. I don't like too laige a mass of timber 
without some form of relief, and for that I 
like to create spaces. 
The space created by suspending the top 
10mm away from the supporting structure; 
the carved element; the elliptical shape; the 
use of stainless steel; and the curvature of 
the supporting structure, all tie in with my 
other pieces. 
Approach 
I have incorporated the oval shape from the 
dining table and chair seats. Rather than 
house the tops into the sides, I decided to 
suspend them 10mm inside the form. To 
do this I made stainless steel components 
and was pleased to be able to incorporate 
this metal into these pieces. I dk) this for 
stnictural reasons as wdl as aesthetki Taking 
into account that solkJ timber shrinks and 
expands mainly in one direction with the 
humkiity of the air, I woukl have had major 
problems in joining the two pieces because 
of incompatible grain directxms. 
Construction 
I suspended an elUptkal top into a coc^jered, 
carved form. The top is attached in three 
places with stainless steel connectors I 
fabricated from 32mm x 4mm stainkss steel 
sectfon. 
Instead of using formers to mouU veneers 
for the carcase, as in the drawer unit and 
cabinet, I decided to cooper the shape out 
of solid timber. This alkiwed n v to carve 
into it as with the bed. The outside form 
has a vertical face that curves horizontally, 
repeating a design element of the cabinet 
and drawer unit. 
Figure 6-1 
Figurt 6-2 
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I transferred the shape from the 
drawing to the top of each stave 
tobecoopered(figuie6-1). This 
p rov ided a gu ide for the 
sculptured shapes and a precise 
reference for Ae hand-planed 
joints. 
Next 1 ghied gluing blocks to the 
outside face of each stave to 
facilitate aamping. Thenl^ued 
the seven staves into three larger 
sections for r o u ^ shaping 
MX IdecUedlocarveandshape 
as nuidi as I could before gluing 
these three sections together, 
because they woe more accessible 
for shaping, and mme easily held 
down, while still apart. Tools 
used in shaping included carving 
gauges, a oobUei's shave, rasps, 
cabinet scrapers (curved and straight) and 
a block plane (figure fr-3). 
I also mortised eadi section for the stainless 
sted connectors that suspend the top, before 
ghiing the three sections together (figure 
M ) . 
My previous experience using glues to 
laminate solid timber suggest Aat they would 
not be the most satisfactory to use in this 
context ItTiedanewghie,LaminexAV27D, 
to ghie up this form. It is a white glue that 
is siq^posed not to have the deeping qualities 
of Laminex AVISO or the visible glue line 
of Epoxy Resin. I hope this proves to be 
a g o ^ m o v e 
Result 
Although I have successfully completed 
many coor^licated and difficult glue-joints 
before, I am pleased to have been able to 
do a true coopered piece The 
sections had to be assembled for 
the final sculptural carving, 
making the piece difficult to 
handle and to hold down. I 
couldn't ^ ue a fixing block onto 
it, because the glue joint would 
not have withstood the impact 
ofthemaletonthegouge. I c o u U 
have fixed the piece by screwing 
into the bottom endgrain, but I 
wanted to avoid the resultant 
screw-holes. Knowing how 
African carvers work, I decided 
to try hoUing the piece as best 
I could, by hand and widi damps. 
Whilst this achieved its end, if I 
were to do the piece a g ^ I WDukl 
choose to screw it to a board. 
At the time of writing this rqx)rt, 
these bedsUe tables are not quite 
finished (figure 6-5). 
Figm6-5 
Sue Rowlands 
Tongue Drums 
Purpose 
My interest in music led me some time 
ago to accept a commissicm for a series 
of tongue drums. Tongue drums up to 
now have all been rectangular. Knowing 
something about the effect of shape on the 
tone that musical instruments produce. 
I surmised that sound waves that don't 
hit comers are purer than those that do, 
and 1 was d d i g ^ to realise that the mmd 
drawer form (figures 4-3 and SM) gave 
me an opportunity to investigate the idea. 
1 couldn't resist the temptation to use the 
cylindrical drawer form to make a round 
drum (figuref-l — which shows one of 
the drums on a makeshift stand). 
Approach 
I did extensive research into tongue drums 
and drums in general before commencing 
this project Several membeis of the School 
of Art library staff were very helpful in 
obtaining material on inter-Ubraiy ban 
from around the country. I am sure they 
kxated for me eveiy piece of information 
on the subject that couU be located. 
I also talked to a number of makers of 
musical instruments and muskians. 
The relevant information was available in 
bits and pieces. lnterestingly,ofalldiewritten 
information availaUeon tongue drums, nore 
tdlshowtotuiwthem It seems that tongue 
drums, whilst they have different notes, are 
not tuned. 
I adopted the approach that instrun>ent 
maker Andy R i ^ y uses to 
tune marinias. Figure 7-2 
Construction 
1 have spent a very interesting 
two months trying out 
different combinations of 
tongue patterns, wall 
thicknesses, and sound holes 
and lack thereof on top and 
bottom, sometimes thinning 
the underside of the neck of 
each tongue with a coving 
router bit (figure7-2). 1 built 
six prototypes. Two 
c o m b i n a t i o n s s h o w e d 
promise, and whilst they are 
Figun 7-1 
not yet fully tuned, I am pleased with the 
quality of tone they give 
Result 
I had in mind tuning Ae drums wiA ruiges 
of an octave and one and a half octaves, 
but tuning has pnyven surprisii^ difficult 
In dwory, you need to remove over half 
aie underside thkiness of the nedc of a 
tongue to fower its pitch by an octave. 
Removing just a small amount, though, 
changed the pitch of one tongue by about 
an eleventh, or sixteen semitones. 
Some tongues woik really wdl—especially 
the central ones—but time doesn't pennit 
me the luxury of solving the tuning 
problems. 
The round shape of my tongue drums 
removes them from the traditfon of tongue 
drums, and brings them into the traditfon 
of conventional drums. The many visual 
elements in my tongue drums—such as 
the horizontally curved vertkal skies, the 
fretwork openings in the top, the style of 
carving in the stand, and the juxtaposition 
of rounded and sharp shapes—edio those 
in the other pieces, and serve to integrate 
the work into my post-graduate 
collection. 
The drums have an original form. I am 
presenting Biis on a stand for my assessment 
I will design the drum stand to tie in with 
the rest of my post-graduate woric. No doubt 
this will extend my designing skills once 
more. 
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Final Comment 
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time back at art school, 
and I believe it has been an enormous benefit to my 
caieerasadesigner-maket Sincere thanks to everyone 
OHKemed—e^)ecially Geoige Ing^um far his patience, 
guidance, and wealth of knowledge. 
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STUDY PROPOSAL for 1991 
1. SUBJECT - AIMS: 
Graduate Diploma in Wood by Studio Practice. 
My aim is to refine my style of work and to develop 
my aesthetic. 
I intend to be designing and making furniture and other 
wooden objects in a contemporary idiom, using traditional 
furniture construction methods. 
In the majority of my past works I have been investigating 
different ways of highlighting the stark contrasts of 
different timbers with their natural colours and tonal 
qualities. I also like the illusion of movement which I 
believe I create in my work, giving each piece a 'soul' 
of its own. 
It is exciting to me to take a traditional, clean form, and 
to use .-'this as my canvas on which to create pleasing art 
forms. It is some of the more subtle, pleasing elements 
that I have derived during this process that I would like 
to investigate further and expand upon next year. 
For example, the understructure of my jarrah low table 
(see photos) is extremely sound and by further developing 
this theme, I can envisage, for instance, a dining table 
and chairs. 
In my more current work (see slides; Nos. 10 and 11, and 
photos of cabinet) I have attempted to demonstrate the 
incredible beauty of the timbers of Accacia Carneii with 
its striking natural purple colour and finest texture and 
the purity of ivory wood which also has a very fine texture. 
This combination is very dramatic and exciting to me. 
Containing the natural wavy edge (worm holes and all) 
inside such a pure, clean form, and mitring the shape 
around a corner without losing the line of the shape, 
were also major elements that appealed to me at the time. 
Whilst designing the inside of the cabinet, I did not want 
to add another element to the design for the drawer pulls. 
I was pleased with my resolution of this problem, whereby 
I relief carved the impression of a 'shadow* of the outside 
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design, into the drawer faces. This carving, to me, is 
the element in the cabinet which I believe is most successful. 
To refine this subtle shape and forget about adding a con-
trasting timber, I believe would have given me a more 
successful piece. 
I would like to investigate this process further, applying 
low and high relief carving - deriving my shapes, forms and 
designs from nature, and applying this in a functional, 
decorative way. I should like to extend these lines into 
the furniture, etc. I make, as in door opening and structural 
components, I am also interested in working with petrified 
timber. 
PERSONAL DETAILS; 
For the past three years since graduating, I have been earning 
a living as a cabinet maker/artist/craftsperson. For one and a 
half years, I was employed by a joinery in Fyshwick and since 
then I have been self-employed, working in a shared workshop at 
the Old Canberra Brickworks in Yarralumla. 
I believe I have a number of good ideas} however, by carrying 
them out on my own, - 1 feel I am unable to fully develop my 
potential at this stage. The fact that I am 41 years old makes 
it all the more crucial to raise myself to a higher level now, 
and not put it off. 
The environment created in the C.S.A. Wood workshop is an ideal 
one for me, where I am exposed to people with a vast background 
knowledge of furniture design and history. 
I believe my work will always be 'different' and individual, 
and I am proud of that, however, it is beneficial for me to 
discuss directions in design with those people whose opinions 
I respect. 
Returning to Art School for a year will help me refine my 
style and mature significantly as a designer/maker in wood. 
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS;-
I intend to make my pieces using the machinery available in 
the C. S. A. Wood workshop and handskills as appropriate. 
I have an extensive selection of my own tools and equipment. 
I can supply all the timber and materials needed for the 
C . .XJ 
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completion of my work. 
I will be extending my skills and knowledge already gained at 
Art School and beyond. 
3. REFERENCE POINTS / LIMITATIONS;-
I believe the aims and objectives I have put forward for next 
year are well within my capabilities. Having earned a living 
from my craft for three years now, I believe I know that this 
proposal is not overly ambitious for me. I have no out-side 
commitments and working longs hours is a pleasure rather than 
a problem for me. 
Designer/makers with whose work I admire and identify include 
Ashley Cartwright in the U.K., Barry Mills' early work {from 
Victoria) and George Ingham. These designers incorporate organic 
movement into their work and contrast it with a controlled geometry. 
My intention is to investigate further this approach to contrast 
but with a greater emphasis on natural movement in timber. 
I would like to include a sideboard, writing desk, dining table 
and chairs and a coffee table in my list of projects for the 
year. These are all utilitarian pieces. I like my work to be 
appreciated functionally as well as aesthetically. . 
4. TIMEFRAME:-
I would expect to have a minimum of eight major pieces for 
Exhibition. This averages 6 weeks per project which includes 
designing and making time. 
5. VISUAL MATERIAL:-
86 SLIDES: No. 1 Display bowl in blackbean and Silver Ash - 1! 
No. 2 Music Stand in Ccisuarina 1987 
No. 3 " 
No. 4 & 5. Presentation box in ebony, etc. 1987 
No. 6 Elm Cabinet 1987 
.!> No. 7 & 8 Candle holder 1987 
No. 9 Carved Blackbean, gumleaves around mirror 1988 
No. 10 & 11 Jewellery box in Ivorywood and Accacia Carneii 1989 
PHOTOS:- Elm Cabinet, 1987, Jarrah low table 1988, Cabinet, 
"Wild Geese" in Ivorywood with Accacia Carneii inlay, 1990. 
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REVISED STUDY PROPOSAL 
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My work to date in this program has been developing my aesthetic 
and design application in the manufacture of furniture and other 
wooden objects. 
I am portraying an assymetrical, curvilinear style in my designs. 
These works are all functional and structurally sound, yet they 
have been designed to have a deliberate compromise to the 
convention of furniture. This achieves a visual stimulation which 
invites the viewer to investigate further. 
I am incorporating well defined forms with clean and simple lines, 
with an overall gentle and inviting appearance. This will be 
juxtaposed with a degree of sharpness at a focal point on the 
piece. 
In the dining table I have taken a basic oval top with a fairly 
traditional understructure, and deliberately carved out a portion 
of the top surface making it unusable in that area. However, it 
remains functional as a dining table, but the carved area now 
creates a tension. The dining chairs are carved to have ergonomic 
credibility, yet they are assymetrical which makes them 
unconventional and maybe a little disturbing to some people. They 
are however, visually stimulating and comfortable. 
The bed has inviting, flowing lines which I equate to cliffs, 
ledges and caves. On investigating further, the viewer will 
notice a sharpness incorporated in the form. This gives the piece 
an unconventional and exciting element, and it still fulfills its 
function as a bed. 
I will be making bedside tables to compliment the bed. These are 
still in the design stage but will further develop concepts from 
the spiral drawer unit already completed. 
This drawer unit incorporated experimental making techniques, 
laminating veneers and thin bending ply in formers. It is 
conventional in its purpose, yet unconventional in its opening 
mechanism and shape. It incorporates once again a sharp apex in 
an otherwise soft shape. It has its own presence and invites 
people to investigate further. 
The teardrop cabinet which I am now working on compliments the 
spiral drawer unit and advances my designing-making skills once 
again. It is also an experimental piece. The form will be 
created by laminating sections up in formers. It is a very 
unconventional form for a cabinet and presents many technical and 
visual challenges. 
The drum I worked on last year requires a lot more investigation 
necessary to develop it into a successful tuned instrument. It 
does, however, have an integrity of its own untuned, and I have 
decided to design a stand for it that will be along the lines of 
my other work and present it 'as is'. I will continue to work on 
its improvement after my time at Art School. 
If time allows I have two more dining chairs to complete my dining 
setting which I will finish making. 
No more work that has been undertaken in this program will be 
exhibited prior to ray post-graduate exhibition. 
FINISHED PIECES; 
Bed 
Spiral Drawer Unit 
Dining Table 
2 Dining Chairs 
SCHEDULE: 
26 April 1992 
27 April 1992 
31 May 1992 
1 June 1992 
21 June 1992 
Finish Teardrop Cabinet 
Start Bedside Tables 
Finish Bedside Tables 
Start Drum Stand 
Finish Drum Stand 
